
Let's Play Dominions 4!

Petala is an example of the lovely progression between the ages.  In the Early Ages, the apes of Bandar 
Log were guided and controlled by the dancers of the Yakshas and Yakshinis, lesser divinities who 
loved the beauty of the world.  When they ascended to the Celestial Spheres for their milennia-long 
rave, the intelligent apes became the independent monkey nation of Bandar Log.  But history was to 
replay itself when the monkey kings were enthralled and mind-controlled by the Naga, serpentine 
dancing snakes with a poisonous bite and the ability to hypnotize.

Petala has a little of nearly every kind of magic, despite only starting with Water, Earth, Astral, and 
Nature.  They can access Air and Death and Fire magic by some of their national summons, and have 
national blood summons available despite their lack of blood mages.  Since one can design one's 
Pretender God in order to have access to specific paths of magic, this lets a canny Pretender use their 
really cool national summons by taking blood magic.  In my case, my Pretender will have blood magic, 
but I'm not convinced this duel will last long enough to get into the awesome blood spells.  Which leads 
me to Pretender creation!



This is my Pretender!  It's a sentient puddle of blood in fancy architecture.  It knows earth and blood 
magic, which will restore fatigue in combat and give additional strength to my sacred units.  And since 
it has blood nine, it adds Blood Vengeance to my sacreds, which I'll show off in combat.  It's immobile, 
so it won't be able to move, ever, and can search for blood slaves more effectively.  Blood slaves are 
what you use to cast blood magic, appropriately enough.

My scales are dominion 8, order 2, productivity 2, heat 3, death 1, bad luck 2, and magic 2.  The hope 
is that I'll be able to recruit a lot of sacred Naga while trying to spam-research my way into certain 
awesome spells quickly.  Also I'm a sucker for good research, and have a hard time justifying research-
slowing drain in any game.



This is my starting position!  I start off with an army of monkeys lead by the large, yellow-armored 
monkey and a scout, which is the little tiny monkey in the upper-left.  The scout is going to move to 
where I'm moderately sure that Ulm is on this map, which my large leading monkey will become my 
prophet.

A prophet is permanently blessed(IE, restores his fatigue, has boosted strength, and blood vengeance) 
while also costing zero upkeep AND being able to cast all spells up to holy 3 and lower WHILE ALSO 
spreading belief in me, which as you all know is the correct course of action.  There's only one God in 
this Let's Play, and that is a sentient puddle of blood who uses blinded and crippled little girls as his 
messengers.



This is my recruitment screen.  Many of these units are, if you'll pardon the pun, irrelephant.  I'll 
mention the ones that I plan on using.



This is the humble Markata Scout.  Probably the cheapest scout in the game, I began the game with one 
for free.



The Atavi Chieftain is a leader of middle-sized monkeys called Vanara who are the common folk.  He's 
a mediocre leader but he IS stealthy.  This has implications for raiding, and he's recruitable from any 
forest province, which is quite nice.



The Bandar Commander is a good leader, but he suffers from an acute case of notbeingamageitis.  I am 
unlikely to recruit these very often.  I have made one of these my prophet.



This is a Yogi.  He's sacred, costs 60 gold, and has astral 1 magic.  What's NOT to love?  Astral 1 is 
particularly valuable because astral mages can manage communions.  A handful of communion slaves 
can channel energy into communion masters, increasing the master's power.  It gets ridiculously good 
ridiculously fast.



This is a Guru.  He's slower, magier, and more expensive than a Yogi.  Still a good unit.



Nagaraja are leaders and powerful mages who can go underwater and change their shape to trade their 
fins for feet.  Rock solid units.



Nagarishi are slow to recruit, but boy are they worth it.  Huge breadth crossing four kinds of magic 
including astral, and 3 points in earth and water?  Sign me up!



Nagini are the lady version of the Nagaraja.  Lesser leaders, but strong variety makes them a great unit. 
They're not slow to recruit, and some of them get astral.  They also can seduce, which gives them a 
chance at stealing an enemy commander.





Unarmored Naga have spears, but I plan on trying out their poison spit and hypnosis abilities instead of 
leaning on their melee combat powers.  Naga Warriors are mostly the same, but have armor/slight 
better stats and gain fatigue faster.

And this is an elephant.  If it doesn't run away like a teenaged party-goer who sees blue lights flashing, 
it will stomp everything in its path.  They have terrible morale, and will trample your own units if they 
run.  Use at your peril.



This is an Atavi archer.  Mediocre stats all around, with below-average morale and magic resistance, 
but its cost is also far below average.  9 gold and 3 resources for a shortbow is an excellent deal, and 
they're cheap enough that I don't care if I lose 20 of them.  The only thing cheaper than Atavi...



Are these guys!  Markata archers are complete and utter garbage except for their slightly above average 
defense.  But they cost 5 gold and one resource point and are size 1, meaning you can fit 6 of them into 
a square on the battlefield.  They're incredibly cheap and effective lance and arrow fodder.



This is the melee Markata.  Their sticks and stones attack is canonically a euphemism for hurling poop, 
and therefore hilarious.  These will die in droves, but will also screen for things that I actually care 
about.  Every turn spent killing Markata will use up arrows and tire out units that could touch my Naga 
or Elephants.


